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There is a growing interest in many quarters in acquiring the number of operations to O(N 3/2) for large problems,
with the promise of order N methods on the horizon. Suchthe ability to predict all manner of electromagnetic (EM)

effects. These effects include radar scattering attributes of ‘‘fast multipole methods’’ (FMM) have been pursued by
several groups since the method was introduced by Rokhlinobjects (airplanes, missiles, tanks, ships, etc.); the mutual

interference of a multitude of antennas on board a single [1]. Five years ago the largest nontrivial object whose scat-
tering could be predicted was literally no larger than aaircraft or ship; the performance of integrated circuits (IC);

the propagation of waves (radio and radar) over long dis- breadbox. Since an airplane is hundreds of wavelengths
long (the proper way to measure an object whose scatteringtances with the help or hindrance of complicated tomogra-

phy and ionospheric/atmospheric ducting; and the propa- details you wish to predict in the frequency domain), it is
clear why serious computational electromagnetic (CEM)gation of pulses through dispersive media (soil, treetops,

or concrete) to detect pollutants or hidden targets, or to research in the frequency domain needed to be done. The
numerical analysis mentioned above have, fortunately, alsoassess the health of runways. All of the above require

extensive computation and, despite the fact that Maxwell’s paid attention to error analysis and control [2].
As strong as the FMM/IE approach seems to be, it stillequations are linear in all these cases, codes do not exist

which will do the job in a timely and error-controlled has shortcomings. It does not handle well the long air
intakes (ducts) for jet engines for example. Nor does itmanner.

The radar scattering prediction problem is mainly one handle the part of the impinging EM field which penetrates
the fuselage (through seams, etc.), the cockpit, and theof computational size. If the radar is a standard mono-

frequency (or in reality narrow-band) unit, Fourier trans- radome and subsequently scatters off the airplane’s own
radar unit or the engine and its rotating compressor blades.forming the time derivative in Maxwell’s equations to pro-

duce a frequency-domain system (in the scalar acoustics Such effects do need to be accounted for since they are
real and comprise a sizable part of the signature. Work onparlance one would have a Helmholtz equation) is desir-

able. The next good idea is to reconfigure the elliptic partial finite element (FEM) versions of the frequency-domain
PDEs is being pursued to address these penetrable mediadifferential equation (PDE) system into an integral equa-

tion (IE) system using a free-space Green’s function (ker- (volumetric) problems. A good description can be found
in [3]. Error control is only now being addressed for thisnel) and to integrate over the scattering object’s surface.

This not only reduces the problem dimensions by 1 but approach, and it, along with every other approach which
discretizes the region between the scatterer and somealso eliminates the necessity to enforce numerically the

Sommerfeld radiation condition. Discretizing this integral artificial/numerical boundary, must grapple with the ‘‘ab-
sorbing boundary condition’’ (ABC) which plays the roleequation for the surface currents yields a full, dense matrix

(the impedance matrix) that must be inverted to obtain of the Sommerfeld radiation condition. Since ABCs are
local, the resulting scheme is as fast as a standard finitethe unknown currents. If there are N such unknowns, direct

inversion requires O(N 3) operations, as well as O(N 2) element computation. The price is that the ABC may intro-
duce errors in the calculation. Thus either the absorbingstorage. To maintain accuracy, N must grow as the square

of the frequency, so that three-dimensional scatterers of boundary must be sufficiently far from the scatterer in
order to get accuracy, or something suitably clever musteven moderate size exhaust the capacities of today’s com-

puters, and increasing the linear dimensions of the scatterer be done as regards near/on surface ABCs [4]. It is also
difficult to judge the error introduced by the ABCs. Oneby a factor of 10 will require 106 times more operations

and 104 times more storage. Current research based on the possible way to avoid the ABC vexation is to make a hybrid
FE/IE scheme wherein the IEs are used on the artificialspecial properties of the impedance matrix has lowered
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boundary to account accurately for the infinite domain. parameter being the amplitude of the indentations. This
ability to vary a boundary while exploiting the solution toThere are two interesting areas of theoretical research

here. The first is the analysis of the conditioning of the some canonical shape is very important when one considers
how many ways an F15 fighter aircraft can appear when‘‘capacitance matrix’’ coupling the IE and FE solutions. It

should be possible to use an iterative method to decouple loaded with all its different stores (fuel tanks, missiles,
bombs, etc.) or how a tank can trundle along not only withthe FE and IE solutions. Once this is done, the IE equations

could be solved by a fast technique (i.e., FMM) indepen- its hatch open but also with various dents caused by recent
engagements. The use of pertubation methods in EM scat-dently of the FE solution, making the IE part of the code

negligible in terms of time. The second area of research tering computations goes back to Rayleigh and his studies
of diffraction gratings. The numerical potential of per-is the analysis of the convergence of this coupled system.

Since actual-sized scatterers are still unsolved computa- turbative techniques has not been exploited until recently,
however, due, in part, to a rather generalized perceptiontionally, one might ask what is done now to predict the

signature of large objects. The answer is that needs are of such methods as being unsound. A new understanding
of the analytic structure inherent in perturbation expan-currently met using codes based on the high-frequency

approximations to Maxwell’s equations. Research is being sions and the use of techniques that can produce appro-
priate analytic continuations has led to rigorous and effi-pursued to upgrade the fidelity of these codes. Since the

computer-aided design (CAD) files of targets are still for cient perturbative algorithms [9]. In fact, in many two-
and three-dimensional applications, such algorithms havethe most part flat-faceted, and since these ray-tracing-like

codes require surface normals to make their predictions, produced some of the most accurate results available.
Let us now turn to some time-domain work. Some ofthe correct determination of normals (particularly at verti-

ces and edges) by differential geometry [5] is regarded as this work is driven by the interest in designing and op-
erating pulsed (wide band) radars or other pulsed sourcesan important contribution. Differential geometry is also

playing an important role in the antenna interference prob- (high-power microwaves), and some of it is driven by the
novel responses or returns that irradiated objects producelem. Instead of representing an airplane as a cylinder with

flat plates attached (wings and tail!), it is now possible to when pulsed. This latter subject embraces the broad con-
cerns of wave propagation through dispersive media. Canpredict EM coupling paths (geodesics) from actual CAD

files of the airplane. Finally, these codes suffer from two we identify, for example, the radar return (from a pulsed
source) that has been reflected from a tank hiding beneathcommon high-frequency illnesses, namely ‘‘erroneous

shadow boundaries’’ and poor prediction of scattering in a tree, or from a pool of pollutants beneath the ground?
Since dispersion is irrelevant for monofrequency sources,directions other than directly back. This latter impacts

multistatic radar detection concerns. A cure seems possible why not confine ourselves to those and avoid unnecessary
complications? Part of the reason for using pulsed sourcesby means of the addition of incremental length diffraction

coefficients (ILDC) in a new, computationally efficient ver- lies in the fact that these target identification problems
are contaminated by clutter, and it is hoped that somesion [6]. The ILDCs represent a method of computing the

contribution of edge currents. This is achieved by dividing particularly discernible features in the dispersive case
might be identified. In the case of pollutants there is thediffracting edges into small segments and summing the

contribution from all segments. Finally, I should mention further possibility of ‘‘shaping’’ the incident pulse so that
the EM precursor which is ultimately formed [10] willwork by Fatemi et al. [7], wherein automatic generation

of multivalued solutions of the eikonal equation is accom- perform in situ remediation (microwave cooking). There
is also the hope that suitably focused beams can be directedplished together with superior shadow boundary descrip-

tions. at cancerous tumors. Most human cells are known to open
pathways (pores) when exposed to EM pulses and wouldResearchers in the long-distance wave propagation

problem attempt to exercise the parabolic approximation thus be predisposed to ingesting chemotherapeutics which
unexposed neighboring cells would ignore. Clearly the de-to the wave equation. Recent interesting work involving

Pade approximants has been reported [8]. Since safer at- sign of a source that produces such ‘‘suitably focused
beams’’ is the real challenge here!tack routes may (or may not!) involve flying near hilly

terrain, the scattering of these millions-of-wavelengths re- Before turning to the time-domain numerics, I wish to
emphasize that the notion that time-domain problemsgions must be predictable.

One of the most interesting and potentially powerful can be solved by inverse Fourier transforming frequency-
domain solutions is counterproductive. Not only wouldCEM tools is the ‘‘method of boundary variations,’’ which

is basically a perturbation/series expansion approach [9]. one have to have acquired the solutions for very many
frequencies, but also the solution, if it were so obtainable,In simple terms the method says that if one knows the

solution to the scattering from a sphere, then one can would most likely not be in the most suitable, edifying
form. The CEM community has the challenge of devisingdeduce the scattering from a golf ball, with the perturbation
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codes for hyperbolic equations that do not suffer from any formity affect the solution of Maxwell’s equations. It is
possible that CFD grid generators do not produce optimalof several maladies. One such malady is discretization-

induced dispersion. Work by Petropoulos [11] and others grids from the point of view of CEM. The related question
of whether it is possible to develop an adaptive time-has clarified this phenomenon in standard finite-difference

time-domain (FDTD) codes. However, clarification is not domain solver is also interesting and worth exploring.
I have not mentioned other approaches such as spectrala cure. Raising the order from second (as is the current

case) to something higher is not without its downside. As methods because little in the way of published work is
available, although interest in exploiting this method hasusual for higher order FD schemes, the boundary condi-

tions are a problem, although work by Nicolaides has sug- been expressed. I will conclude by repeating that rigorous
error control is crucial here just as it is in other computa-gested a different higher-order generalization that looks

promising. What to do when the medium really is disper- tional endeavors.
sive has also been studied. In this case Petropoulos has
shown [12] that a hierarchy of waves can be identified ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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